How to logoff a user in viewON automatically

1. Introduction

Sometimes it is required that a viewON session is closed automatically after a certain time, mainly in order to prevent people accessing the viewON interface if the user forgets to close his web browser.

- Note -

The eWON firmware must be 10.1s0 or higher to make the below script work.

2. LogOff by scripting your page in viewON.

Create a viewON Tag and name it "TimeCounter".
Click on the view (not on an object of the view) and a new Action. Select "JavaScript Sections > JavaScript Section"

and add the following code:

```javascript
var timeout = getViewOnTagVal('TimeCounter');
timeout++;
if (timeout > 600)
    window.location.href = '../..//Ast/LoggedOffAst.shtm';
else
    setViewOnTagVal('TimeCounter', timeout);
```

The value "600" in bold is the timeout in seconds. So, in the code above, the session will be closed after 10 minutes.
This Script only runs in the concerned view. If you want to have this automatic logoff in all your pages, you need to repeat the above procedure in all your pages.
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